IESP Workshop
Asia round

Welcome to Tsukuba!
Taisuke Boku (Univ. of Tsukuba)
2.5 days of workshop

- Summary of two workshops so far
- Detailed roadmap of each research aspect
- Day-1 morning + Day-3 morning for plenary session
- Others for breakout, but different way from past two workshops
Social events

• Reception
  18th Sunday
  at Roynet Hotel

• Banquet
  19th Monday, complete dinner
  Japanese “Shabu-Shabu”
  at restaurant “Kisoji”
  in 10~15 min. walk from Roynet Hotel
  (charter bus for 25 people is available)
Hotel and environment

• Just next to hotel “Roynet”
  – “Q’t” shopping & restaurants mall
  – “Seibu” department store

• Train station “Tsukuba” for Tokyo
  – Tsukuba-Express train takes you to Akihabara with just 45-52 min.

• After workshop
  – If you have a half-day: Asakusa & Akihabara or Tsukuba-shrine in Mt. Tsukuba
  – If you have one day: Tokyo
  – If you have more than one day: Kyoto
WiFi access

• SSID (all broadcasted)
  – “IESP-GP1” (room 201) : Plenary
  – “IESP-GP2” (room 202)
  – “IESP-GP3” (room 402)
  – “IESP-GP4” (room 404)

• common access key
  – “iesp09tsukuba” (WPA-PSK/TKIP)
Hosts and sponsors
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